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Adherence

Detecting poor adherence in practice
In the second in a short series of articles on medication adherence, David Pruce,
director of PruceConsulting, looks at the indicators of poor adherence and how it
can be detected in day-to-day pharmacy practice

Identifying when patients are failing to take
their medicines properly is not an exact
science. It is often based on putting together a
number of clues and on developing a
relationship of trust with a patient such that he
or she feels able to conﬁde in the pharmacist
and their staﬀ.
There are some simple indicators that may
help detect poor adherence (see Panel). None
of these is foolproof: they simply indicate that
adherence is an issue that a pharmacist should
follow up in discussion with a patient.
A medicines use review is a perfect
opportunity to raise the question of poor
adherence, which occurs in a third to a half of
all people with long-term conditions. It is
likely, therefore, that a signiﬁcant proportion
of people oﬀered an MUR will have some
degree of poor adherence.
Recognising that non-adherence is
common and that patients often have good
reasons for not taking their medicines as
directed is important. The attitude of the
pharmacist will dictate how much the patient
will be willing to “open up” about their poor
adherence. If patients sense that pharmacists
view their poor adherence as them being
“diﬃcult” or “foolish”, they will be unlikely to
conﬁde their true feelings. The National
Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence

clinical guideline on medicines adherence1
emphasises the importance of accepting that
patients may have diﬀerent views from health
professionals about risks, beneﬁts and side
eﬀects and that they have the right to decide
not to take a medicine. In order to make an
informed decision, a patient needs to have
been given the right information.
People have a range of reasons for
choosing not to adhere to their medicines
regimen. These include concerns about the
value or eﬀectiveness of medicines, their side
eﬀects and the inconvenience of taking the
drugs at the prescribed times and frequency.
Adherence can also be related to how well
patients accept that they have a condition
requiring treatment. In addition, there may be
reasons that are directly related to the
medicine or condition, such as a reluctance to
take inhaled steroids for asthma because of a
belief that steroids are harmful.
The most eﬀective techniques for assessing
poor adherence are asking speciﬁc questions
about adherence in a non-judgemental way
and actively listening to patients’ concerns.
Experts suggest that healthcare professionals
can make it easier for patients to report poor
adherence by asking them if they have missed
any doses of medicine recently and:

• Asking the question in a way that does not
apportion blame

INDICATORS OF POOR
ADHERENCE
• Calculating how much medicine a patient

•
•

•

should have taken and comparing it with their
repeat prescriptions (some pharmacy
software systems are able to do this
automatically) can be useful. If a patient
seems to be collecting less (or more) medicine
than he or she should need, it suggests the
medicine is not being taken properly.
Patient-returned medicines may demonstrate
that a patient has poor adherence over a long
period.
If a patient has a negative reaction to a new
prescription it suggests that the patient does
not believe in the medicine being prescribed.
There is a high risk that patients will not
adhere to medication if they feel negative
about it.
Every pharmacist will have had patients look
down a prescription and say “I don’t want
that”. This may be simply that they have
enough of it at home but it may be that they
are not taking the medicine.
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• Explaining why you are asking the question
• Mentioning a speciﬁc period such as “in the
past week”’

• Asking about medicine-taking behaviours,
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A number of questionnaires2–4 exist that
have been used in adherence research to elicit
patient’s beliefs about their medicines and to
help to understand the reasons behind poor
adherence. These may be a useful starting
point in exploring poor adherence. However,
it is important that they are used as a structure
to stimulate discussion with the patient.
An accurate assessment of a patient’s
adherence to medicines and the reasons
behind poor adherence is a vital ﬁrst step to
improving adherence. Just as an accurate
diagnosis of a patient’s condition allows the
best treatment to be prescribed, an accurate
assessment of why a patient has poor
adherence allows the best support to be
tailored to the individual.

such as reducing the dose and stopping or
starting medicines
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